PLASCON WOODCARE EXTERIOR

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION & USES

Plascon Woodcare Exterior is a solvent-borne low to medium build semi-transparent wood protection, available in numerous colours which offer the best opportunity to achieve an individual result. It is a premium wood finish for both interior and exterior.

Plascon Woodcare Exterior provides a “matt” finish which enhances the natural beauty of the timber.

Compared to similar products Plascon Woodcare Exterior is built on a combination of two alkyd binders: The traditional Plascon alkyd binder which gives the protection and longer durability and a recently developed binder with better absorption and adhesion, which prevents cracking and flaking.

Plascon Woodcare Exterior’s good absorption and adhesion also means that it is one of the most simple wood protection products to use. When applied on large surfaces the unique benefits are easy to see.

Plascon Woodcare Exterior allows the timber to “breathe” and prevents moisture build up, thus reducing the possibilities of decay.

Plascon Woodcare Exterior also protects against surface moulds and disfigurement fungi, such as blue stain decay fungi, and mould growth.

It is odourless when dry. Plascon Woodcare Exterior is weather-proof and water repellent. Plascon Woodcare Exterior provides light fast pigmentation that will not bleed or leach out, nor will it cause dimensional changes in the timber.

Plascon Woodcare Exterior is particularly suitable for areas such as cladding, fascias, fencing, barge-boards etc.

The extremely good absorption also makes Plascon Woodcare Exterior suitable for decks with light traffic.
PLASCON WOODCARE EXTERIOR

DIRECTION FOR USE:

Woodwork previously treated with Tar distilled or Cupric Compounds may be treated as soon as any fading commences. Ensure new timber is dry, clean and sandpapered smooth prior to application. Plascon Woodcare Exterior should be shaken or stirred before use, during application stir occasionally. Apply by brush a thin coating, so as to avoid runs. Any surplus Plascon Woodcare Exterior may be wiped off, 15 minutes after application.

Allow 8 hrs to dry, before applying a second coating.

Should further information be required, contact the Plascon Technical Department.

THINNING:
Plascon Woodcare Exterior should never be thinned. It is supplied at ready to use viscosity.

COLOUR:
As per Plascon Woodcare Exterior shade card. Colour may vary depending on the type of timber used.

COVERAGE CAPACITY:
8-12sq metres per litre depending on the type of timber used.

APPLICATION:
Classic may be applied by brush, lint free cloth or by a dipping process.

PACKING:
Five (5) and one (1) litres

ATTENTION:
Classic contains preserving poison, always use wearing Rubber gloves. Do not store near food. Keep it away from children.
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